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Global Manufacturing Company Selects Blue Hill’s Mainframe Managed Hosting Solutions
A major MidWest manufacturer on The Fortune 2016 Global 500 list has chosen Blue Hill Data Services to provide a
Mainframe Managed Hosting Solution.
Their objectives included:
• finding a cost effective solution and avoiding capital expenses in purchasing new hardware;
• avoiding risky and costly future systems and applications upgrades;
• being afforded flexibility so that costs would be reduced as applications were moved off the mainframe;
• improving disaster recovery capabilities with a dedicated DR solution;
• choosing a flexible way for support services: as technical staff retired, support services would be managed
seamlessly.
Because a minimum outage window was required during the transition and migration to Blue Hill, a Global Mirroring
solution was utilized to replicate this client’s environment from their existing system to the same system at the Blue
Hill data center facilities.
This client has expressed their complete satisfaction with the seamless migration and Blue Hill’s mainframe services
support, and is now available as a reference.
Blue Hill Data Services: Cost-Effective, Secure, On-Shore Data Center Hosting Solutions
Blue Hill Data Services helps customers reduce their operating costs and minimize risk by providing fully managed
data center hosting solutions, and a full array of complementary IT support services. Our highly skilled and
experienced staff, world-class on-shore facilities, and reliable 24x7 services have supported customers worldwide
and from all industries since 1994. We specialize in Mainframe, Open Systems, and AS/400 iSeries managed
hosting services; Applications Services; Colocation Services; Dedicated Disaster Recovery and Business
Continuity Solutions. Our deep technical skills and long standing experience enable us to support our customers’
legacy environments as well as implement new technology solutions. Our differentiation is providing customized
solutions, flexibility with contracts and SLAs, and personalized attention and services.
We are proud our customer retention is 100%.
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